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Legal Disclaimer 
►This Confidential Information Overview (this "CIO") contains confidential information regarding 
Sheridan Film Company (the "Company"). By accepting this CIO the recipient agrees that it will, 
and will cause its directors, officers, employees, advisors and other representatives to, use this CIO 
and any other information supplied by or on behalf of the Company only to evaluate a possible 
transaction with the Company (the “Transaction”) and for no other purpose, will not divulge or 
permit others to divulge any such information to any other person and will not copy or reproduce in 
whole or in part this CIO. The recipient, by acceptance hereof, acknowledges its duty to comply with 
this certain Confidentiality Agreement between the recipient and the Company. 

► The information contained in this CIO was obtained from the Company and other sources be-
lieved by the Company to be reliable. No assurance is given as to the accuracy or completeness of 
such information This CIO does not purport to contain all the information that may be required or 
desired to evaluate the Company or the Transaction and any recipient hereof should conduct its own 
independent analysis of the Company and the data contained or referred to herein and the Transac-
tion. In determining whether or not to proceed with a Transaction, the recipient must rely on their 
own examination of the Company and the Transaction. 

► No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representation concerning 
the Company or the Transaction not contained in this CIO and, if given or made, such information 
or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Company. Statements 
in this CIO are made as of the date hereof. The delivery of this CIO at any time thereafter shall un-
der any circumstances create an implication that the information contained herein is correct as of 
any time subsequent to the date hereof or that there has been no change in the business, condition 
(financial or otherwise), assets, operations, results of operations or prospects of the Company since 
the date hereof. The Company undertakes no obligation to update any of the information contained 
in this CIO, including any projections, estimates or forward looking statements. 

► Any statement, estimate or projection as to events that may occur in the future (including, but not 
limited to, projections of revenue, expenses and net income) were not prepared with a view toward 
public disclosure or complying with any guidelines of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants, any federal or state securities commission or any other guidelines regarding projected 
financial information. Such statements, projections and estimates are inherently imprecise and un-
reliable and the assumptions upon which they are based may prove to be incorrect. Achieving such 
statements, estimates or projections will depend substantially upon, among other things, the Com-
pany achieving its overall business objectives and other factors (including general, economic, finan-
cial and regulatory factors) over which the Company may have little or no control. There is no guar-
antee that any of these statements, estimates or projections will be attained. Actual results may vary 
significantly from the statements, estimates and projections, and such variations may be material 
and adverse. 

► Recipients should not construe the contents of this CIO as legal, tax or investment advice. Recipi-
ents should consult their own competent counsel, accountant, tax, business and other advisors as to 
legal, accounting, tax, business and other matters concerning the Company or any Transaction. This 
CIO does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that a recipient may re-
quire. Recipients are advised of the need to conduct their own thorough investigation of the Com-
pany and its industry. 
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Executive Summary 
Sheridan Film Company is seeking $1 million to produce a gritty fable with 
music, ANGEL LADY, in 2021.  The following combination of elements, particu-
lar to our film, greatly enhances our opportunity for success: 

• Throughout the world, across virtually all religions, there is widespread interest 
in and affection for angels. 

• Our story delivers a powerful and timely message about restarting our lives and 
spiritual redemption that is non-denominational. 

• Edgar Pablos, award-winning director and documentarian who grew up in El 
Paso, is attached to direct. 

• We will be shooting on the outskirts of El Paso, in Socorro, Texas, in the shadow 
of the Border Wall.  This allows us to shine a light on a culture and people 
which are frequently marginalized  or misunderstood. 

• Since 2016, Sheridan Film Company has taken concrete steps to reach our 
global audience via our podcast, HOW TO CONNECT WITH ANGELS,    
interviewing Angel experts and influencers from all over the world. 

• In 2019, Sheridan Film Company launched the Alexa Skill, MY ANGEL 
PRAYER , featuring one minute prayers created by celebrated Angel practi-
tioners from our global community.  This expands our brand to millions of po-
tential audience members  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• In 2020, Sheridan Film Company partner Sheri Leigh Myers published IT’S 
TOO LATE TO QUIT, a spiritual motivation book, with quotes that are now 
featured on our Pinterest platform to almost one million views a month.

• The combined social media outreach of Sheridan Film Company and our  In-
fluencers is over six million Angel enthusiasts.



                               

Project Synopsis  - ANGEL LADY 

Our heroine Ella was a professional singer until she detoured into a two-year prison stretch.  
She is starting over in the small border town of Socorro, Texas, determined to make it up to 
her thirteen year-old son Danny.  They’re barely making ends meet when a mysterious 
glitch appears on their old television.  She is skeptical when her neighbors call the glitch an 
Angel, but when miracles seem to occur, (along with donations), Ella is glad to cash in.  

The town divides into factions for and against  the “Angel Lady.”   Soon, the stakes grow 
even higher.   Ella’s abusive ex-husband and a publicity-seeking local politician team up to 
threaten all of Ella’s hopes and dreams.  

Ella resists the temptation to betray the supporters who believe in her.  But the pressures on 
her become too much to bear.  On a dark and stormy night, Ella attempts to outrun her 
problems.  The surprising resolution to her spiritual crisis brings our feel-good movie to its 
inspiring end. 

Our film addresses current concerns in our culture, such as bullying and domestic abuse.  
But Ella’s struggle for redemption and desire for a second chance are timeless. We aim to 
create an up to date American classic set on our border, for all the world to embrace. 
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Bios/Resumes 
 

Edgar Pablos, Director 
Edgar Pablos comes from the U.S./Mexico bor-
derlands of El Paso, Texas.  Born to a Spanish-
speaking family, he not only learned to speak Eng-
lish watching American movies but also to assimi-
late and understand the world through story-
telling. 

He made his short film directorial debut with his 
magical realist western, AGUA DULCE, which won 
awards nationally and internationally, including 
Jury Prize/Best Short Film at the Ajijic In-
ternational Film Festival in Mexico, Silver Award 

at the Houston International Film Festival, and Fi-
nalist at the 33rd Annual USA Film Festival in Dallas, Texas.  AGUA DULCE was the Fea-
tured Short Film at the Hispanic Cultural Center Inauguration Ceremonies in Albu-
querque, NM, and was an Official Selection at several more U.S. film festivals, including 
New York, Chicago, Santa Monica and Santa Fe. 

With writing and producing partner Judith Cummings, Pablos formed Tribesmen Pictures, 
a production company where he directs, writes, edits, and produces in multiple formats in-
cluding documentaries, commercials, PSAs, and educational programming.  Clients include 
Time Warner Cable, USC Latino Alumni Association, Charming Asia Tours, SABERes-
PODER, TELACU, California State University, Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, 
San Antonio Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, AECOM, and MALDEF, the nation’s leading 
Latino civil rights organization. 

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT:  
“To me, ANGEL LADY is not only a story of redemption and faith regained, but at its heart 
it is a fable that I believe is rooted in magical realism - a term closely associated with 
Latin American literature.  That’s how I would approach directing this movie.  I love films 
such as LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE or Walter Hill’s CROSSROADS that are ground-
ed in reality but the mysticism or spirituality reveals itself in just the right amount.   And 
when you add the elements of music and culture, that makes the story soar.   

TENDER MERCIES and PLACES IN THE HEART are classic movies where the lead char-
acters and their struggling communities come together through music.  Both films also 
share a common spirituality that really spoke to me.  I envision ANGEL LADY with those 
similar tones. “     
        - EDGAR PABLOS  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Jeffrey Wetzel, Producer 

Producer JP Wetzel (right) and Director Edgar 
Pablos (left)

Jeffrey (JP) Wetzel brings many years of experi-
ence in the film business to Angel Lady.  Among 
his credits as a co-producer are: The Intern, An-
nie, The Hangover Part III  and The Hangover 
Part II, Due Date, and I Am Legend.  

For television, JP was associate producer of 
Man of the House and Life or Something Like It.  

Along with Angel Lady producer Dan Moore, JP 
Wetzel produced Agua Dulce, directed by Edgar 
Pablos - who is helming Angel Lady.  

JP Wetzel’s many credits as Assistant Director include: Annabelle Comes Home, The Curse 
of la Llorona, The Nun, Tag, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul, Central Intelligence, 
The Intern, Annie, The Watch, Due Date, The Book of Eli, The Hangover, I Am Legend, 
Superman Returns, Miss Congeniality 2: Armed & Fabulous, Man of the House, Hearts in 
Atlantis, High Fidelity, The Second Civil War, Last Man Standing, Mr. Holland's Opus, 
and Copycat.  

 Earlier in his career as a second assistant director, JP  worked on Unforgiven, Honey, I 
Blew Up the Kid, My Cousin Vinny, City Slickers, and Feds. His first film credit was Steal-
ing Home, in 1988. 
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Dan Moore, Producer - Sheridan Film Company 
 
Dan Moore was a producer of Edgar Pablos’s award-
winning short film AGUA DULCE.  He has designed the 
costumes for over twenty films and TV movies, includ-
ing JOHNNY HANDSOME, GERONIMO: AN AMERI-
CAN LEGEND, WILD BILL, and the mini-series ‘The 
Bronx is Burning.” 

Dan was nominated for the Costume Designers Guild 
award for his work on “61*” and won the Emmy for the 
series “The Magnificent 7.”  His resume includes several 
Westerns and action movies in related genres, often 
marked by his ability to individuate men in groups. 

Since moving to New Orleans in 2012, Dan designed the 
costumes for two Rob Reiner projects, LBJ, with Woody 
Harrelson in the title role, and SHOCK AND AWE, a 
timely examination of the press’s coverage of the march 
to war in Iraq.  He completed his costuming career as 
Costume Supervisor on GREEN BOOK, which won mul-
tiple Academy Awards, including Best Picture. 

Dan now devotes his efforts to SHERIDAN FILM COMPANY, in partnership with his wife, 
screenwriter/producer Sheri Leigh Myers. 
 

Sheri Leigh Myers - Writer/Producer 

Sheri is the creator of the popular podcast “How to Connect 
with Angels” that interviews Angel experts all over the world.   
She worked as an actress in New York after training at The 
Drama Centre in London. Then she expanded into writing, 
directing, and producing.   Among her successful projects 
was “In Her Own Words” about Marilyn Monroe, which she 
staged in Los Angeles, Palm Beach, Atlanta, and Cape Town, 
South Africa.  With Kaiser Permanente, Sheri produced 
everything from short films to the breakthrough 10-hour se-
ries “Living with HIV,” that was seen around the world. 

ANGEL LADY is only one of Sheri’s scripts.  She currently 
has SERIAL BRIDE in development with Such Much Films. 
She is also the author of three books: CHEATED!, a graphic 
narrative,  THE BRIDE REVEALED, IT’S TOO LATE TO 
QUIT, and the creator of MY ANGEL PRAYER on Alexa. 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Timeline 

Pre-Production – 8 weeks 
Production – 25 shooting days 
Post Production – 3  months 

Picture Lock (Total Time for Finished Product) – 9 months 
Sellable film within 11 months of capitalization 

           Goal:  ANGEL LADY is sold and profitable within 18 months of funding 

Production Plan 
The following stages will begin upon capitalization of the film: 

a) Packaging: During this stage, the Company will "package" the film (i.e., attach actors, 
director, key production personnel and other talent). 

b) Pre-Production: During this period the Company will open a production office, hire 
all crew, engage a location scout, secure rentals for camera and lighting packages, pre-
pare a shooting schedule, etc.  At this time all actors will be cast and finalized for the 
film. 

c) Production: Principal photography is completed. 

d) Post-Production: Director works with editor, visual effects team, and composer to as-
semble the film. 

e) Marketing, Distribution:  The finished film is screened for domestic distributors and 
foreign sales agents.  Marketing and publicity begin.  

f) ANGEL LADY is launched in key theaters and on VOD. 

                                       
Month 1-2           Month 3-4          Month 5-6       Month 7- 9       Month 10 - 11     Month 12 

"
Funding,     Pre-Production    Production  Post Production    Marketing,          World-wide 
Packaging                                                                                  Distribution         Launch
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Comparable Films  
Box Office Comparison of Successful Films in the Same or Similar Genre 

Our genre – Inspirational, Faith & Family 
Our projected budget – $1 million 

Our bottom line – Low budget allows for HUGE upside 

Please note this very timely article about the stunning success of a film that shares 
many characteristics with ANGEL LADY. 

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
Box Office: 'I Can Only Imagine' Revives Faith-Based Genre
3/20/2018 by Pamela McClintock

The $7 million indie movie dramatically over-performed in its U.S. debut, coming in 
not far behind the big-budget 'Tomb Raider' reboot and beating 'A Wrinkle in Time' and 
'Love, Simon' in a surprise upset.

In 2014, faith-based films made headlines at the U.S. box office, prompting pundits 
to declare it the "Year of the Bible." God's Not Dead, for example, earned $61.7 million 
against a $2 million budget, while Heaven is for Real soared to $91.4 million against a $12 
million budget.

Film companies responded by flooding the market with faith-based titles, but the re-
sults were decidedly mixed between 2015 and 2017. God's Not Dead 2 topped out at $20.8 
million domestically in spring of 2016, 66 percent less than the first movie.  So when it 
came time for I Can Only Imagine to open in theaters on March 16, no one gave the the 
$7 million indie film — which tells the story behind the best-selling Christian song of all time 
— much thought. (Tracking services suggested the Roadside Attractions and Lionsgate re-
lease would come in at $2 million-$4 million.)

That is, until I Can Only Imagine dramatically over-performed in opening to $17.1 
million from 1,629 theaters, upstaging the glory that was expected to have belonged to 
Warner Bros. and MGM's big-budget Tomb Raider reboot, which launched to a muted 
$23.6 million. And I Can Only Imagine handily beat the $11.8 million opening of Fox 2000's 
YA adaptation Love, Simon — the first film from a major Hollywood studio featuring a gay 
teen protagonist — as well as the second weekend of Disney's A Wrinkle in Time ($16.3 
million) in a surprise upset.  The good news continued on Monday. I Can Only Imagine 
earned an estimated $1.7 million, almost as much as Tomb Raider ($1.8 million), and not 

Film Budget Worldwide Gross

I Can Only Imagine $7 million $86 million 

Crazy Heart $7 million $47.5 million

Heaven is for Real $12 million $101.3 million

Miracles from Heaven $13 million $74 million

Like Water for Chocolate $2 million $21 million
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that far behind Black Panther ($2.2 million). On Friday, the movie will be playing in a total of 
2,230 theaters.

"It definitely shows that if you build a good movie, this audience will come out," says 
Roadside co-president Howard Cohen, noting that I Can Only Imagine is Roadside's big-
gest opening in history. Roadside partnered with Lionsgate in acquiring the U.S. rights to 
the movie after it was completed.

The film stars J. Michael Finley as the real-life Bart Millard, the lead singer of the 
Christian band MercyMe who wrote "I Can Only Imagine." The song recounts Millard's rela-
tionship with his once-abusive father, played in the film by by Dennis Quaid, and ponders 
what it would be like to be in heaven standing before God. "I Can Only Imagine" was first 
issued as a track on MercyMe's 1999 album, The Worship Project, then recorded for the 
2001 album, Almost There.

Millard, a Southern Baptist, helped publicize the film, including promoting the title 
during MercyMe's latest tour. Roadside's marketing campaign also included a major push 
on Christian radio, while a trailer for the movie played before Lionsgate's inspirational 
movie, Wonder.

"The power of grassroots marketing, consisting mainly of a strong and enthusiastic 
endorsement from influencers (clergy, etc.) to their respective congregations in the faith-
based community, is not to be underestimated and likely had a huge impact on the perfor-
mance of the film. This has been true of virtually every successful faith-based film in the 
modern era," says box-office analyst Paul Dergarabedian of comScore.

Quaid, one of several mainstream stars who has appeared in a faith-based film, was 
also a key part of the marketing campaign, says Cohen. And Roadside's decision not to 
make the film available to reviewers in advance certainly didn't hurt. And once critics did 
see the film, many embraced it, resulting in a "fresh" 67 percent rating on Rotten Tomatoes.

Better yet, audiences bestowed I Can Only Imagine with an A+ CinemaScore. Ticket 
buyers skewed heavily female (67 percent), while 80 percent of the audience was over the 
age of 35.

I Can Only Imagine scored the fourth-biggest domestic opening for a faith-based film 
behind Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ ($83.8 million), Son of God ($25.6 million) 
and Heaven is for Real ($22.5 million). It was directed by faith-based filmmakers and broth-
ers Andrew and Joe Erwin, whose previous credits include Woodlawn, which topped out at 
$14.3 million in 2015, and Moms' Night Out, which earned $10.4 million in 2014.

Breakout faith-based titles have been few and far between the past several years. 
They include Lionsgate's The Shack ($57.4 million), Sony/TriStar's Miracles from Heaven 
($61.million) and Sony/TriStar's War Room ($67.8 million). 

"After a bit of a dry spell in the wake of 2014's so-called Year of the Bible, I Can Only 
Imagine became a divine over-performer in a weekend where big-budget blockbusters like 
Black Panther and newcomers like Tomb Raider and Love, Simon received all the 
attention," says Dergarabedian. "Now, this underestimated faith-based film is rightfully up-
staging some of its higher profile box-office brethren.”

Adds Andrew Erwin, “God’s hand has been on this song and on this story from the 
beginning. We are delighted to see a story about forgiveness and redemption connect with 
so many people. We are humbled for the privilege of telling Bart's story.”           

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/i-can-imagine-revives-faith-based-genre-
at-box-office-1095373 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ANGEL LADY - SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING PLAN 

Our film, ANGEL LADY, is a family-friendly story with the comforting and inspiring mes-
sage, “Angels are everywhere.”  

A 2011 Associated Press poll showed that nearly 80 percent of adults believe that angels are 
real.  Belief is primarily tied to religion, with 88 percent of Christians, 95 percent of evan-
gelical Christians and 94 percent of those who attend weekly religious services of any sort 
saying they believe in angels. 

But belief in angels is fairly widespread even among the less religious. A majority of non-
Christians think angels exist, as do more than 4 in 10 of those who never attend religious 
services.  Beyond the religious gap, women are more likely than men to believe angels are 
real, and those over 30 are more apt to think they exist. 

A huge part of the human condition is a desire to know that there is a divine presence in our 
lives.  Talking about angels, sharing angelic experiences, seeing films about angels, are all 
expressions of that hunger.    

Our Social Media target demographic is WOMEN between 35 - 75 years old who are inter-
ested in stories about: 
SECOND CHANCES 
INSPIRATION/MIRACLES 
STRUGGLES OF SINGLE MOMS 
ANGELIC INTERVENTION 

The Sheridan Film Company has taken robust steps to reach our global niche audience: 
people who believe in angels.   

PODCAST 

Since February 2016, we have interviewed over ninety “Angel Experts” for our weekly pod-
cast, “How to Connect with Angels.”   Our interviewees live all over the world; some are in-
ternational best-selling authors, some are angel “channelers” with an online following.  

The half-hour show, hosted by Sheri Leigh Myers, writer/producer of  ANGEL LADY,  ex-
plores the spiritual journey of our interviewees and offers advice and meditations for people 
who are eager to connect with their angels. 

Each podcast is featured for a week on all of  ANGEL LADY social media platforms: pri-
marily Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest.  Every day is a fresh post with a quote 
from the  interview.  Three times a week, the podcast is “advertised” on eighty angelic/spiri-
tual  groups.  The reach for a post on each one of those groups is between 8,000 - 15,000 
people. 
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POTENTIAL REACH   

As of April  2021, our reach via our influencers’ followers on Facebook and other social me-
dia platforms is 3,783,172.   

Our own direct reach via the podcast’s memberships in Angel-related Facebook Groups is 
2,414,787. 

We are currently developing a very strong following on Pinterest, where female-oriented, 
spiritual movies are robustly advertised. Our monthly viewership around the world is 
500,000 and growing.  We anticipate much more engagement when ANGEL LADY is in 
production, so that we can feature “Behind the Scenes - Learn about the Movie and the 
Message.” 

If we add all those social media reach numbers, that’s well over 6 million people. Our    
ANGEL LADY “Believe TV” icon is a constant on every post we create. 

When ANGEL LADY is released in 2022, it’s very likely that our reach will have doubled, 
with the addition of the film production content.   

GOAL: To sell ANGEL LADY tickets, downloads, or streams to 5% of our Social Media 
reach by the first weekend of release… and build from there.  

GRASSROOTS PROMOTIONAL PLAN 

Promote ANGEL LADY via current Facebook posts and ads. 

Promote ANGEL LADY via Twitter, Instagram, and especially Pinterest. 

Promote ANGEL LADY via Angel-related radio shows and podcasts. 

Promote ANGEL LADY via Angel Influencers.   
 Provide them with an advance copy of the film to view and “review” for followers. 
 Provide Influencers with a financial incentive for promoting ticket sales. 
   
In selected towns and cities around the planet where our Influencers live, we will arrange 
screenings of ANGEL LADY in community spaces and movie theaters.  These events will 
be hosted by our Influencer, and supported by a team member from ANGEL LADY.  

We have confidence that our little independent film with a positive universal message can 
cross over from the faith-based market to find fans all over the world. 
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Contact Information 
Sheridan Film Company: 

Dan Moore       Sheri Leigh Myers 
(310) 592-6582 (Cell)                                                    (310) 801-1819 (Cell) 
danmoore@angelladymovie.com                                           sheri@angelladymovie.com 

Edgar Pablos 
(323) 687-0739 (Cell) 
edgar@tribesmenpictures.com 

Please see a short video synopsis of ANGEL LADY, followed by our unique  
social media-based distribution plan.  https://vimeo.com/547701651 
 

            

    
 

                                               For more on our movie,  
                                          go to www.AngelLadymovie.com 
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